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Enterprise Car Sales is a service of the Enterprise
Rent-A-Car brand, which is owned by Enterprise
Holdings, the largest car rental company in the world.
A pioneer in the concept of the haggle-free car-buying
experience, Enterprise Car Sales features more than
250 makes and models of high-quality, late-model
used cars, trucks, vans and SUVs – most of which
have been selected from Enterprise Holdings' U.S.
fleet of more than 1 million vehicles.
All rental vehicles follow a regular maintenance
schedule that is determined by the manufacturer’s
recommended requirements. Vehicles in the rental
fleet also receive regular trunk-to-trunk visual
inspections for safety items, such as tires and
warning lights, as well as change in vehicle condition.
Each Enterprise Car Sales vehicle must pass a
rigorous inspection performed by an ASE-certified
technician and comes with a seven-day/1,000-mile
buyback policy, a 12-month/12,000-mile limited
powertrain warranty and 12 months of unlimited
mileage roadside assistance. A free CARFAX®
Vehicle History Report™ also is available for all
vehicles.
Enterprise Car Sales offers financing through a
number of leading third-party financing institutions, as
well as the brand’s private label financing program
through Chase, Enterprise Auto FinanceTM.
Enterprise Car Sales also offers a commercial
accounts program, which specializes in assisting
businesses making multiple vehicle purchases.

FAST FACTS
• Founded in 1962
• More than 1.4 million used cars sold
• More than 130 locations throughout the U.S.
• Inventory of more than 7,000 vehicles online
• Vehicle service contracts available on every used
car for added protection and peace of mind
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FOUNDING VALUES
These values have served as Enterprise’s foundation
for growth and success for more than six decades.
And today, this simple, yet powerful set of beliefs is
more critical than ever to Enterprise’s continued
success:
• Our brands are the most valuable things we own.
• Personal honesty and integrity are the foundation
of our success.
• Customer service is our way of life.
• Our company is a fun and friendly place, where
teamwork rules.
• We work hard ... and we reward hard work.
• Great things happen when we listen ... to our
customers and to each other.
• We strengthen our communities, one neighborhood
at a time.
• Our doors are open®.
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